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WHO IS NIJOLCREATIVE?

NijolCreative Photography started its  journey in 2011. Abu Sufian Nilove is the  founder and CEO of this 
agency. He had a  camera with lens and flash when he started  NijolCreative Photography and the rest is  
history.
NijolCreative Photography is here with the excellent crafts and alternatives such as  Videography, Digital 
Branding, and Film Changing. Though we have grown to represent  creative photography especially 
Wedding, Corporate, Product & Commercial  photography oriented work. NijolCreative Photography is 
ready to capture your  photographs of every moment and small happenings in your life and put 
together the  photos chronologically into albums. Our job is creating and capturing photographs and  
albums that tell the stories of moments and events in the lives of our clients.



We are delighted to serve that allow us to explore our creativity while saving significant
moments in our client's lives. It's a remarkable and enormous pleasure to observe and
save the love, emotion, happiness and rising relationships of our clients. We are grateful
to have the opportunity to capture moments of our clients.

We are ready to deliver long term assistance and support to our clients and help to build
their archives of moments and events for perpetuity. We offer support and development
for our clients' dreams and desire, and for any projects that extend the discussion of
photography in general. We get satisfied when we see your exclusive time relies upon on
our framework which never let your moments go away. We catch not only your exclusive
moments but also end to end personalization with the frame of a perfect pixel which will
let you satisfied with our service.



We are looking forward to developing and be a part of photographic education. We are  
eyeing to increase skilled and qualified photographers in our country so that we could  
remove unemployment. Thus, we want to help people and the economy of our country.

As the leading and significant photography agency of Bangladesh, costs our customers’  
specifications are our important issue. But what keeps us in the significant position is  
not just following deals but to see your needs as our ambitions. And when it comes to  
fulfilling demand, we keep nothing uncontrolled. Only then we supply with the best  
impressive service that can ever be designed. And you are welcomed to be a part of our  
journey.

For more info: https://www.nijolcreative.com/about-us

http://www.nijolcreative.com/about-us


OUR CLIENT



OURTEAM
Teamwork defines our core ideology. Being expert in different fields, we put our best in  every 

project together and conjure beauty from every difficulty that comes forth.



About Abu Sufian Nilove

After having four years of experience with that studio photography, I further expanded my
techniques by learning graphic design. Then I started freelancing as a graphic designer and was quite
successful. From 2010 to 2012, I did a lot of outsourcing work based on graphics design. Although I
still retain my passion by doing regular clipping path and image editing work for some of my
international clients.

I am Abu Sufian Nilove, Founder and CEO of NijolCreative Photography. I
started my professional photography career in 2006. I have been interested in
and passionate about graphics and photography since childhood. I used to
draw or sketch on book covers and homework copies. And these were the signs
of my creativity and passion, which later turned toward photography.

To make my passion a reality, I started my photography career in 2006 with a
photo studio. I learned the basics of digital photography from one of my
friends and later enhanced my photographic skills and craft with the help of
the internet.



About Abu Sufian Nilove

I achieved the award of the best photographic entrepreneur in 2015. Along with my photography career, I
keep myself involved in various photographic and public figure actions. Besides these, I work as a social
worker, e-commerce developer, public speaker, and organizer.

I have always tried to designate my photography as honest, sincere, and intimate. My professional age in
this digital photography is more than ten years. Over time, I have been developing my aesthetic
sensibilities and technical skills. I put my heart and soul into my work and it shows in my photographs.

In my opinion, the process of learning digital photography can basically be
started online; And I am the biggest example of this. However, after that, I did
a ‘Diploma in Photography course from ‘PRISM.’

Now I am successfully running the country’s top digital photography company
NijolCreative Photography. Our Nijol Creative Photography albums actually
create bits and pieces of people’s life stories and also tell a bit about who I am.


